Journal of Life Sciences Virtual Postdoc Symposium

Event Type: Off-campus event  
Contact Person: Nicole Tenly

Event Info

Date: Oct 28 2021 - 8:00am to Oct 29 2021 - 5:00pm
Location: Virtual

Details

Event Description:
Sponsored by the National Postdoc Association, NPA, JoLS, Journal of Life Sciences, a Postdoc community initiative, is hosting the first virtual Postdoc Symposium on the 28th and 29th of October 2021.

The goals of the symposium are two-fold:

1. To showcase and highlight postdocs' contribution to ongoing research across disciplines, and  
2. To recognize postdoc mentors' efforts in training the nextgen leaders in research and academia.

Symposium participation is open to former and future postdocs as well.

The 2021 debut symposium will eventually morph into an annual/bi-annual event with possible in-person conferences, recognize accomplished and upcoming postdoc scientists, reward them with monetary awards, and institute research grants in the long run.

Initiated by former postdocs from MIT and Harvard, JoLS, launched on June 1st 2019, is the first ever Peer-Reviewed, Open Access, international publication run and managed entirely by Post-Doctoral research scientists from universities and research institutes across the world.
To learn more and to register CLICK HERE. Early Bird Registration is now open and ends on September 10th.